Chair’s Honour Roll

Joy Abramson  Faraz Ahmadi Torshizi  Joseph Aiken
Yao Assamoai  Sara Banki  Victoria Bluvshtein
Ronald Chan  Ching Yi Chen  Kai Chen
Ru Chen  Xi Chen  Jyoti Chhillar
Kiril Chkarboul  Wai Choi  Kuo-Ming Chou
Devandra Chudasama  Siddharaj Chudasama  Conrad Coleman
Sylvia Cudini  Mehdi Dadar  Tao Dong
Yan Dong  Eugene Eisenstein  Guobiao Feng
Farshid Fotouhi  Christopher Fumo  Angela Garcia
Antonino Gentile  Nilava Ghatak  Raktim Ghatak
Michelle Greisman  Lei Guo  Adele Haige
Hyun Han  Parham Hojjat  Jian-Zhong Huang
XuGuang Huang  Chang De Ji  Tatiana Kachira
Francisco Kibedi  Israel Kochman  Dalia Kronenberg
Hyukjoon Kwon  Suk Yin Lai  Chiu Yam Lam
Gerald Lebovic  Sincere Lee  Annabel Lew Ho Cheun
Baohua Li  Zhiyan Li  Yu Feng Lin
Jun Lin  Feng Liu  Jing Liu
Kun Liu  Xiaofeng Liu  Xiao Hong Lu
Liuhuan Lu  Jady Lui  Michael Marin
Roberto Melaragno  Svetlana Melnichuk  Nazanin Mimohammadi
Nassim Nasser  Danh Nguyen  Jie Ni
Young Oh  Andree Parent  Eitan Prisman
Ting Qi  Xiao ning Qin  Shady Saleh
Alyson Sayer  Kui Shang  Christine Sheeppard
Mikhail Sizintsev  Adnan Slijoka  Iwona Sokalska
Elena Stoyanova  Agatina Strazzieri  Shuqin Sun
Hoi-Yan Tam  Noemi Toiber Temin  Luciano Tullio
Jeremy Verkaik  Chen Wei Wang  Jing Wang
Hsiao-Hsuan Wang  Shufang Wang  Zezhen Wang
Huinan Wei  Katrina Wood  Rui Xu
Yuen Fai Yau  Itay Yavin  Shirin Yazdanian
Lu Ye  Lei Zhai  Kongwen Zhang
Yong Zhao  Jianhong Zhou  Leqi Zhu
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Message from the Chair

On behalf of the Department of Mathematics and
Statistics, welcome and thank you for helping us honour
the York students who have distinguished themselves
through excellence in their study of Mathematics or
Statistics in 2001-2002. As educators and
professionals, our members feel a particularly strong
and proprietary sense of pride in recognizing these
students’ accomplishments.

Tom Salisbury
Speaker: Professor M.A. Milevsky
Schulich School of Business

Putnam Competition Participants
Joy Abramson Marcus Barnes
Tatiana Kachira Francisco Kibedi
Moritz Martens Lisa Young

Mathematical Contest in Modelling
Joy Abramson Shirin Yazdanian
Lisa Young

Undergraduate Summer Research Projects
*Joseph Aiken (W. Whiteley, Supervisor)
*Marcus Barnes (N. Bergeron, Supervisor)
Kelvin Chan (W. Whiteley, Supervisor)
Sandra Gregov (W. Whiteley, Supervisor)
Ronen Gurfinkel (N. Madras, Supervisor)
Tatiana Kachira (W. Tholen, Supervisor)
*Francisco Kibedi (G. Tourlakis, Supervisor)
*Benjamin Steinberg (H. Huang, Supervisor)

* NSERC Summer Awards

Allen S. Berg Award in Applied Mathematics
Dalia Kronenberg

Faculty of Pure & Applied Science Gold & Silver Medal
Academic Excellence and Contributions to Student Life
Gerald Lebovic Gold Medal
Shirin Yazdanian Silver Medal

George and Frances Denzel Award
for excellence in Statistics
Graduate Level: Qing Shao
Undergraduate Level:
Gerald Lebovic Jady Lui Shirin Yazdanian

Linda Herskowitz Award
to a person or persons who through her own achievements and qualities best honours the memory of Linda Herskowitz
Joy Abramson Tamar Grains

Abe Karrass Mathematics Bursary
for an outstanding student majoring in Mathematics and with an interest in Mathematics Education
Francisco Kibedi

Irvine R. Pounder Award
for outstanding majors in a Departmental Program
Tatiana Kachira, 1st year Siddharaj Chudasama, 2nd year
Nilava Ghatak, 2nd year Raktim Ghatak, 2nd year Francisco Kibedi, 3rd year Joseph Aiken, 4th year

Moshe Shimrat Prize
for demonstrated ability in mathematical problem-solving
Moritz Martens

Alice Turner Award
for an outstanding graduating major in a Departmental Program
Eitan Prisman

G.R. Wallace Award
for outstanding students in a Departmental Program with particular interest in Applied Mathematics, Operations Research or Actuarial Science
Operations Research Noemi Toiber Temin
Actuarial Science Christine Sheepway